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GOD AND SCIENCE 
 
Dear Parents MelquisedecLisbet, Greetings of love, peace and respect to the duality of God,              
MelquisedecLisbet.  
 
Mother, we were studying history and looking at some scientific papers with Your children              
HenriGisele, and everything we looked at would transform into MelquisedecLisbet because           
You are everything! 
 
Mother, from that conversation emerged this writing that we would like to share with you,               
and with much respect and reverent fear because we know that everything becomes valid              
only when you give us the explanation. 
 
These were the words that You put in our minds as we talked about scientific articles. With                 
much love, we share with You this writing titled:  

GOD AND SCIENCE 
 
In this eternal day of peace, I come before our spiritual Parents and God MelquisedecLisbet               
with reverent fear and good proceeding to share what our spiritual Parents clarify about              
DNA, through which scientists, scholars, researchers, and people in general seek to unveil             
the mysteries to prolong life. They have made so many complex studies, large investments              
of both money and time with the intention of discovering the formula to obtain              
immortality, and haven’t gotten anywhere. 
 
However, today Christ Lisbet, God's Wisdom personified is revealing to the world how to              
obtain eternal life. We thank our spiritual Parents for giving us the privilege of being useful                
to them and allowing us to collaborate in this sowing of love. 
 
Dear Mother, after reading the letter of our brothers JoséZoila, where they said that: “The               
natural elements that were altered, quieted down to the voice of command and authority of               
the Duality, MelquisedecLisbet”, it reminded our sister HenriGisele about a known           
japhethite who defends the idea that the change for immortality occurs in the DNA, and               
since this was altered, man lost his ability to have a long or even eternal life.  
 
Because of this phrase from our brothers’ writing, we had the feeling to write to You,                
Mother, and with your permission share the fruit that you produce in our minds. 
 
DNA is not carnal but spiritual. In other words, everything begins in the mind and when the                 
natural elements that are altered quiet down to the voice of command and authority of the                
Duality, MelquisedecLisbet, that is when the DNA change process begins, in other words,             
when the process of transformation that leads to immortality begins. Because through the             
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WORD, changes occur. Which word? The Word made flesh, which has taken human form              
and is Christ Lisbet, our Mother Goddess. 
 
To begin with, we are going to compliment the explanation with our Mother’s spoken              
words: "The purpose of the coming of Christ in these times is to fulfill God’s promise." It is                  
important to understand that God will fulfill Their promise and that They save us through               
information, through knowledge. 
 
The process of changing and perfecting DNA is performed precisely through our            
spiritual Parents’ precious Manna, and by listening and putting Their Word into            
practice is when your body feels the need to balance the physical to the spiritual. 
When our spiritual Parents speak, what happens is that our cells begin to rejuvenate. In               
other words, immortality is the physical and chemical reaction that a body            
experiences when it is exposed to the word of Christ Lisbet. When you cleanse your               
mind and put it in order is when our spiritual Parents transform your cells, tissues, bones,                
blood, and DNA. For the Word of God is alive and powerful. It is sharper than any                 
two-edged sword; and it penetrates until dividing the soul and the spirit, the joints and the                
marrows, it exposes our most intimate thoughts and desires, and discerns our thoughts and              
the intentions of our heart. (Hebrews 4:12).  
 
Of course, because what you sow is the bare grain and not the body that is to come forth,                   
and the one who is born is a new body, the man created according to God,                
MelquisedecLisbet. (1 Cor. 15:13). 
 
Let's make an analogy with a computer, to understand it more easily: 
The most important part of a computer is the motherboard and she is responsible for               
connecting and interconnecting each component, such as: the RAM, the hard disk, and the              
video card, among others.  
 
The purpose of the motherboard is to distribute and transmit all information; in other              
words, everything is controlled by the motherboard. 
 
Now let's look at some features or functions of Christ Lisbet: 
 
1. The key to open the seals (the one that opens and gives access to all the hidden mysteries                   
and stores all the treasures). 
2.  The narrow door (where all have to enter to reach immortality). 
3. The Mediator (the one who mediates for the people, the one that interconnects all the                
components, and distributes the food and functions). 
4. The Angel of the book (the one that possesses the secrets for the perfect functioning of                 
everything). 
5. The Master and Teacher (Who rules and teaches). 
6. Our Wisdom (Who knows what each one of us needs and brings the solution to                
everything). 
7. Our Mother Goddess (The Mother Board of the Kingdom). 
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Christ Lisbet transmits and distributes information to us, and teaches us to ask in the only                
name that has the power to perform in every situation. She clarifies and brings us all the                 
revelations about the name of God, that God is 2 in 1, Husband and Wife, that Christ is a                   
woman, the Wife of God, and without Her we cannot live forever. Therefore, the function               
of the motherboard of a computer is similar to that of our Mother, Christ Lisbet. 
 
The computer is a body, a perfect system and us, attached to our Mother as part of Her, are                   
a perfect body. The motherboard is the head of a computer and our Mother is our                
head. Without the motherboard a computer does not work. Without our Mother we do              
not function well because we do not have the cells of eternal life. 
 
Now we can quote the prophet Daniel, who in the past received the prophecy about an                
indestructible Kingdom, and also mentions the Angel of the little book which opened the              
seals of this Book. Daniel knew how the kingdoms of the earth functioned and how they                
were fragile and temporary. That same nation of Israel was already important and             
prosperous during the reign of David and Solomon, but now lies in ruins. In the time of                 
Daniel, Assyria fell, Babylon rose and then also fell.  
 
So it seems adequate that God had chosen Daniel to prophesy concerning the "Kingdom              
that would never be destroyed". (Daniel 2:44; 7:13-14). When it says in: 
 
Daniel 12:4 
4 And you, Daniel, close these words and seal this book, until the end of time; many will                  
run from one place to another, and knowledge will multiply. 
 
Revelation 5:9 
9 And they sang a new song, saying, You are worthy to take the book, and untie its                  
seals; because you were sacrificed, and with your blood you bought us from every tribe,               
and tongue, and people, and nation, for God. 
 
Revelation 10:1-2 
1 And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud; and                
above Her head was the heavenly bow, and Her face was like the sun, and Her feet like                  
pillars of fire; 
2 She had an open book in her hands. And She set Her right foot upon the sea, and the 
left on the ground. 
 
Well, here we can see: 
- That God speaks to Daniel and says to close the book until the end of time. 
- That someone is worthy and has the codes to take the book and open its seals. 
- That there is an angel who would come and have the little book open in Her hands. 
 
Our Angel, Christ Lisbet, the Angel of the Book and the Book of Life has the keys and the                   
codes to open these seals. She herself would come to teach us the codes with Her manna,                 
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and through those codes and actions, we, who believe and obey Her, receive instructions or               
codes on how to change our old way of thinking. 
 
Let's look at all the elements that have to be present in order for this prophecy to be                  
fulfilled: 
 
Angel = Christ Lisbet physically present. 
Seals = Codes revealed by Christ Lisbet. 
Book = The mind of Christ Lisbet, where all the mysteries and seals are kept. 
 
Based on the principle which says that Christ would be a ATALAYA in Her last coming, it is                  
understood that She would have to be PRESENT in a physical body. Because the mind of                
Christ Lisbet is the ATALAYA, which is that tower built in a high place where our Father                 
Melquisedec watches as a faithful witness against sorcerers and adulterers, against those            
who swear falsely, and those who defraud in their salary to the hired man, the widow and                 
the orphan, and those who do injustice to the foreigners, having no fear of God               
MelquisedecLisbet, says the Lord of hosts. (Malachi 3:5). 
 
And as we know, when Christ would come She would bring us a message that would heal                 
our minds. Now we ask ourselves: What message would Christ bring? 
 
It is true that if Christ has to return to Earth to bring a message, it is because the people of                     
the previous times did not understand Her message. And if they did not understand Her               
message but even today preach a message in the name of Christ, it means that they preach a                  
false message, an untruthful message. This is how the DNA alteration that shortened the life               
of man began. 
 
And it is also true that Christ would come with a totally new message, unlike the one men                  
preach as if it were the word of God. So then, Christ would have to bring new information, a                   
new way of thinking, because the one we had learned from the mouths of men was not the                  
correct one. Therefore, Her message would impact the human ear. But today we can              
assimilate Her message because we are spiritual and know how to discern all things. 
 
Let's look at this interesting analysis: 
 
Scientists claim to not believe in mystical things, and that the truth has to be grounded in                 
something that can be proved. 
 
But we are the ones who do not believe in mysticism, but believe only in the Truth, and we                   
are the only people who can truly prove that God exists and is present. We can say that we                   
are the real scientists.  
 
Man has always separated science from God. And the only reason why science separated              
from God is because it detected the lie of religious men, but nevertheless it has not been                 
able to discover what the truth really is. 
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Today God is present, They are MelquisedecLisbet and with Their word, They show us              
Their science and what is true because They love the truth. How great is our God                
MelquisedecLisbet. How beautiful it is for a holy angel to look at Their spiritual Parents and                
see Them as heroes, and how beautiful it is to be proud of Them, and to tell everyone about                   
Their greatness and Their character. How lovely it is to have a family of Faith, full of                 
spiritual honor and education, full of love and peace from God. 
 
I invite all our brothers to think and realize how privileged we are to live in these days.                  
Think about how many people throughout history have wanted to live these days. 
 
Reviewing history we find a character who was considered as one of the most intelligent               
people of earthly men, (of this world), the scientist, Albert Einstein. 
 
And we would like to share three sentences that he said, in which we can perceive how                 
much science wanted to live what we live today with MelquisedecLisbet. 
 
Albert Einstein said the following phrases: 
 
1. "I want to know how God created this world. I'm not interested in this or that                 
phenomenon, in the spectrum of this or that element. I want to know God’s thoughts, the                
rest are details." 
 
2. "I believe in the God who made men and not the God that men made." 
 
And once when they asked him what the definition of "light" was, he said: 
3. "The Light is the shadow of God". 
 
Mother, it is interesting to see how privileged we are and how in history, such “important”                
and “intelligent” people wanted to live one of Your days. 
 
The best scientific finding will be to discover that true science is the science of               
MelquisedecLisbet and we know that we will soon see that happen. 
 
Mother Lisbet, we, Your children are forever grateful for Your wisdom, from where all              
peace emanates and allows us to be born again and to accordingly follow all Your               
instructions, dressing You of fine linen and therefore pleasing our Father Melquisedec. 
 
Man's hope of attaining knowledge to obtain immortality through DNA can only be             
attained through Christ Lisbet, the Lord.  
 
Amen, Hallelujah! 
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